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WCAR Sanitation Industry Consultation  
13 – 15 November 2019 | Abuja  

 

Background 
In UNICEF’s West and Central Africa Region (WCAR), 122 million people practice open 
defecation (OD), and only 37% of the urban population and 18.7% of the rural population used a 
basic sanitation service (using an improved toilet facility)1. WCAR accounts for 14% of the global 
rate of OD, including Nigeria ranking 2nd in the world with 46.5 million people practicing OD. 
Inequities also persist, with OD rates higher in rural areas and among the poorest.  
 
Since 2008, sanitation demand creation through Community-Led Total Sanitation/Community 
Approaches to Total Sanitation (CLTS/CATS) has been implemented in WCAR, resulting in 
almost 25 million people living in open defecation free (ODF) communities as of 2017. Despite 
recent successes, the current rate of progress is insufficient to eliminate OD by 2030, and the 
sustainability of results needs to be improved. While UNICEF will continue to rely on proven 
strategies such as demand creation and systems strengthening (enabling environment), new 
accelerators are needed to support governments to deliver sustainable sanitation services at 
scale. Following the rise in demand for toilets through CLTS/CATS, UNICEF will work with 
governments to build supportive environments and regulatory frameworks to enhance the 
engagement of the private sector to provide adequate and affordable sanitation services, 
including in isolated rural areas which are often underserved. It is in this context that UNICEF’s 
West and Central Africa Regional Office (WCARO), in collaboration with Supply Division in 
Copenhagen and with WASH Programme Division (PD) in NY, convened the West and Central 
Africa regional industry consultation in Abuja, Nigeria from 13 – 15 November 2018.   
 
At this consultation, industry, financial institutions, governments and development partners came 
together to discuss shaping sanitation markets in the West and Central Africa Region, with a focus 
on 3 countries: Ghana, Ivory Coast and Nigeria. The objectives of the industry consultation 
included:  

 
▫ Communication of market opportunities and potential demand;  
▫ Communication user preferences;  
▫ Gaining a better understanding of supplier perspectives;  
▫ Defining common goals to strengthen sanitation markets;  
▫ Identifying opportunities together with governments, development partners and industry 

for co-creation of sanitation solutions;   

 
This brief report summarises the key points raised at the Sanitation Industry Consultation and 
next steps moving forward to strengthen sanitation markets in the region.  
 

Summary of Key Points 
The consultation brought together 100+ representatives of private sector companies, financing 
institutions, governments, UNICEF and development partners from the three focus countries, as 
well as a several global players. 
 
UNICEF introduced its Global Sanitation Market Shaping Strategy (Global Sanitation Market 

Shaping Strategy Brief), and presented the main findings of the Sanitation Market Analysis that 

                                                           
1 According to the WHO/UNICEF Joint Monitoring Programme (JMP), 2017 

https://unicef.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/Communities/wash/ETIZIgXkiUJGu8iIpwRZEiYB70IoWA4JM3NFcZu-cTmv_w
https://unicef.sharepoint.com/:b:/t/Communities/wash/ETIZIgXkiUJGu8iIpwRZEiYB70IoWA4JM3NFcZu-cTmv_w
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was conducted in Ivory Coast, Ghana and Nigeria as input to the consultation.  The event also 

offered an opportunity for businesses to showcase their existing sanitation products and services. 

Over the three days, the Sanitation industry consultation focused on three main themes: shaping 

the sanitation demand, supply, and the enabling environment. Participants were asked to validate 

and expand on the sanitation market system gaps/barriers identified in the Market Analysis, 

consider potential market opportunities, and prioritize key initiatives to strengthen their respective 

national sanitation markets. The key take-aways and suggested ways forward are summarised 

below, most of which focus on improving the business environment in the sanitation market 

ecosystem.  

 
Key takeaways and suggested ways forward 
 
1. Increase sanitation market information and demand  
A key barrier highlighted to effectively functioning local sanitation markets was limited visibility on 

demand, on locally available sanitation products and services (including their prices), and on 

available consumer financing options (among others).  

Suggested ways forward  

• Facilitate exchange of information and opportunities for the private and public sector at 

country and regional level. This includes communication from CSOs/governments/NGOs 

on where demand creation has been conducted, for private sector actors to enter. Data-

packaging of key sanitation information (e.g. MICS, DHS) to be attractive and useful 

to private sector actors is also an opportunity to address information gaps, and thereafter 

dissemination via platforms accessible by the private sector (i.e. chambers of commerce 

or industry).  

• Establish a regional learning & information exchange hub for sanitation market 

shaping opportunities, best practices, and local initiatives (incentives, tax breaks, etc.).  

• Assess the potential of media channels to generate an open and public discussion 

around sanitation issues linking demand and supply availability.  

 

2. Improve linkage between demand creation programmes to supply sources   
While the overall supply capacity within the markets may be adequate to meet the aggregate 

demand for sanitation solutions, there often appears to be a disconnect between the demand 

created at the household level through sanitation demand creation programmes, and access 

to supply. 

Suggested ways forward 

• Actively link supply to demand programmes (CLTS) and to support 

marketing/promotion efforts for sanitation solutions. This could include sharing 

information on CLTS or sanitation programming locations (demand) and products/service 

information (Supply).   

• Further promote the role of chamber of commerce and industries (or similar entities) 

in supporting the linkages between demand creation programmes and available sources 

of supply.   
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3. Develop national sanitation supply chains and distribution networks 
National sanitation supply chains in WCAR are highly fragmented with a multitude of non-

aligned market participants (manufacturers/importers of supplies, retailers, artisans, pit 

emptiers, etc.). 

Suggested ways forward 

• Improve link and integrate the distinct parts of the sanitation supply chain and to 

strengthen national supply chains (e.g. wholesalers with retailers with local masons).  

• Review and map in detail the sanitation value chain, and determine potential need for a 

stronger retail and distribution network.  

 

4. Stimulate new suppliers to enter the market, and existing suppliers to operate more 
actively 
Participants pointed out the need to develop business capacity and appropriately balance 

risks to make sanitation markets more attractive to the private sector, as well as to facilitate 

access to affordable working and growth capital for businesses. 

Suggested ways forward 

• Further assess local business models of private sector and development partners/ 

social enterprises including consideration for further Shared Value Partnerships.  

• Support local business development through registration, business/marketing/sales 

training and capacity building, diversification of the workforce, introduction of new 

business models (e.g. franchises), and supporting opportunities for technology transfer of 

relevant and affordable sanitation products (among others).  

• Explore models that could be deployed at scale to offset financial risks that are currently 

borne by suppliers (e.g. market guarantees, volume guarantees, subsidies, tax breaks).  

• Exploring local supplier financing solutions that could be deployed at scale (e.g. 

revolving funds, guarantee funds).  

 

5. Advocate for a more conducive business environment for sanitation 
Participants highlighted issues related to quality control and mechanism of finished toilets or 
toilet components. In addition, some existing legislation around toilets are not necessarily 
applied.  
Suggested way forward 

• Support analysis for decision making on changes in the regulatory environment such as 

policies requiring toilets for rental properties or titles etc 

• Assess requirements to establishing, regulating and monitoring compliance with 

design and quality standards for toilet construction (including product certification)  

 

6. Increase consumer financing  
A key barrier to sanitation market shaping programmes to scale is affordability. Innovations 
for consumer financing are underway in the region through microfinance institutions, village 
savings and loans groups, and revolving funds, but further work is required to improve the 
ability of households to pay for sanitation products and services.  
Suggested way forward 

• Further explore and document different ways to provide consumer financing to 

increase the ability of households to pay, and create incentives for purchasing toilets.  

 

Notes: WCAR Sanitation Industry Consultation   
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Details of the three-day deliberations can be found below (presentations can be obtained online).  

 

Opening Remarks ...................................................................................................................................... 4 

Setting the Scene ....................................................................................................................................... 5 

Local contexts and learnings from market based sanitation initiatives .............................................. 5 

Private sector perspectives ....................................................................................................................... 8 

Private sector showcase ........................................................................................................................... 9 

Regional Sanitation Market Analysis ..................................................................................................... 10 

Consumer financing, risk sharing models and financing options ...................................................... 11 

Country specific market analyses: demand, supply and enabling environment ............................. 14 

Country priorities for sanitation market shaping .................................................................................. 16 

Regional and headquarters priorities for sanitation market shaping ................................................ 16 

Annex A: Final List of participants ......................................................................................................... 18 

Annex B: Private sector actors ............................................................................................................... 25 

 

Opening Remarks 
• Mohamed Malick Fall, Representative of UNICEF Nigeria 

• Global sanitation status and market influencing - Etleva Kadilli, UNICEF Supply Division 

(SD) 

• Engr Suleiman H. Adamu, Minister of the Federal ministry for Water Resource, Nigeria  

 

Key points  

• The UNICEF Nigeria representative highlighted that governments alone cannot solve the 

sanitation challenge. Strategic thinking and innovation of the private sector are critical to 

develop at scale, sustainable solutions.   

• The President of Nigeria launched a national action plan on WASH in Nigeria and a 

declaration of the state of emergency, including on open defecation. This shows strong 

political commitment to sanitation.  

• The ambition is high, much progress has been made but the challenges are greater; The 

SDGs cannot be met by the public sector alone – private sector is a critical partner.  

• UNICEF's commitment to meet this challenge is stronger than ever. From 2018 to 2021, 

we have pledged to support 250 million people to abandon open defecation and 60 million 

people to gain access to at least basic sanitation services.  

• It was stressed that sanitation market shaping is not only addressing the SDG6 but it cut 

across many SDGs, so it contributes towards protection and of girls, women, and the most  

vulnerable groups; good health, economical growth, innovation, infrastructure and 

partnerships.    

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zv67v1xdfjw0juh/AAAJy5zT41RR5u3jr8s8EpPma?dl=0
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Setting the Scene 
This session provided an overview of the global status of sanitation and set the context for the 

sanitation industry consultation  

 

Presentations  

• Sanitation market shaping strategy – Peter Harvey, UNICEF SD  

• Sanitation status in West and Central Africa Region – Ruben Bayiha, UNICEF West and 

Central Africa Regional Office (WCARO) 

 

Key points 

• Financial support through targeted subsidies may be necessary to reach the poorest 

households with sanitation, but must be done in a way that does not disincentive 

household investment or distort the market. Financing mechanisms can be explored for 

consumers and suppliers to increase affordability, address liquidity constraints, and 

improve ability to pay  

• Financing options may also be necessary to incentivize manufacturing of sanitation 

product systems, and reduce risks for the private sector.  

• The entire sanitation value chain must be addressed in order to attain safely managed 

sanitation; this creates multiple opportunities for the private sector to engage in sanitation.  

 

Local contexts and learnings from market based sanitation 

initiatives  
This session highlighted UNICEF country data relevant to strengthening sanitation markets, 

provided information on lessons from past market-based sanitation programmes, and shared 

learnings from local initiatives to strengthen sanitation markets  

 

Presentations  

 

Local context to strengthen sanitation markets from Ghana, Nigeria and Cote d’Ivoire – 

UNICEF Country Offices  

• In Ivory Coast, 1.6 million households in rural areas and half a million in urban areas still 

lack an improved toilet facility; almost 111 000 households now live in open defecation 

free communities as a result of demand creation programmes, and provides a consumer 

base for the private sector.  There is strong political will for public private partnerships, 

and there is a favourable business environment with two ports, paved roads, and recent 

growth of private sector. 

• In Ghana, there is a high proportion of households that share sanitation facilities, even 

among wealthier households, which presents a potential market for the private sector. 

UNICEF Ghana is working with government, civil society organizations, and the private 

sector, including on financing mechanisms to enable households to pay for improved toilet 

facilities. A recent moratorium on toilets in urban areas could also push demand up for 

improved sanitation facilities.  

• In Nigeria, of the 155 million Nigerians that require a toilet or an upgrade that can be met 

by the private sector, 89 million belong to the lower wealth class. Disparities in open 
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defecation rates between regions exist, with the North Central region having over 50% of 

the population, or 16 million people, not using a toilet. The vibrant private sector should 

take advantage of the enormous opportunities/ huge coverage and sustainability gaps to 

expand business. There is a healthy nucleus of private sector actors that exit, but this 

needs to expand. 

• Discussion points   

o The call for action on WASH by the president of Nigeria is a key element in the 

development of the WASH sector, which private sector actors can leverage to 

engage with governments and organisations like UNICEF in the future.  

o Sustainability of pro-poor subsidy needs to be further examined, including the 

LEAP fund in Ghana. previous research has shown that when targeted well they 

can be effective.   

o In Ghana, high income households still share sanitation facilities due to cultural 

preferences. The history of subsidized approaches also dis-incentivizes household 

investment in sanitation. There is a needed to disaggregate data between urban 

and rural areas to understand the extent of the challenge. Affordability remains a 

barrier as both toilet costs and capital for businesses remain high.  

o In Ghana, the sanitation financing scheme/revolving fund was developed with 

APEX bank was part of the Dutch government (DGIS) funded project. There was 

previous experience with another bank and another organization, but UNICEF 

partnered with APEX bank as it is an association of rural banks could set up a 

revolving fund. The challenge is that DGIS wants the loan paid back, but funds 

may be lost due to currency devaluation. 

 

Learnings from past market-based sanitation programmes – Brooke Yamakoshi, UNICEF 

Headquarters/Programme Division (PD)  

• A review of market based sanitation initiatives globally by USAID/WASHPaLS found that 

few programmes (19%_ have gone to scale (sales of over 50,000 toilets); those that have 

scaled reached this point after 4-5 years.  

• The study found that barriers to scale can be found along different components of the 

sanitation market system, as depicted in Figure 1 below.  

• To overcome these barriers to scale, funders, implementers and governments should 

intervene at different points in the market system.  
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Local initiatives to strengthen sanitation markets: iDE in Ghana, PADEHA in Ivory Coast, 

and Sanitation, Hygiene and Water in Nigeria (SHAWN) 

• iDE Ghana shared experiences on their Sama Sama project in Northern Ghana, which 

included designing to context, establishing direct sales channels, easing the pain of 

purchasing, strengthening the private sector sanitation supply chain, and reducing barriers 

to entry for entrepreneurs. Facilitation of finance for consumers is a key area of their 

market based sanitation programme.  

• PADEHA in Ivory Coast – The sanitation marketing programme was implemented to 

complement CLTS. The programme engaged 15 private sector contractors on sanitation, 

yet further is required to bring in more private sector actors. Capacities of small suppliers 

to adapt to market constraints is also limited and requires further support.  

• UNICEF Nigeria shared the model used for the Sanitation Marketing programme, which 

includes Toilet Business Owners (TBO), local governments, WASH committees, 

community savings and loans groups, and microfinance institutions. Two years after the 

program started, over 9000 toilets have been constructed and over 3000 loans have been 

provided to households.  

• Discussion points  

o For Nigeria and Ghana, ensuring payments when instalment payments or flexible 

payment options were established were conducted through MTN Mobile money 

(Ghana) and through the payment of other household goods (e.g. livestock).  

Figure 1: Barriers faced for market-based sanitation programmes to scale (Source: USAID/WASHPaLS) 
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o On the sustainability of business developed, participants agreed that financial 

institutions are only attracted to fund businesses when it can be shown that 

businesses are financially viable.  

o For Ivory Coast, there is a need to integrate marketing of sanitation products into 

the post-triggering phase of community-led total sanitation (CLTS), instead of only 

after they are ODF.  

 

Action point 

Need to further investigate the different "business models" of the development partners/social 

enterprises (including entire project cost) to understand the "real" toilet cost and financial viability 

of these models in a long run. 

 

Private sector perspectives 
This session focused on sharing private sector initiatives, perspectives and learning, including 

best practices and lessons learned on market based sanitation. 

 

Presentations  

• LIXIL (Global/Nigeria) presented on their model for sanitation on plastic toilet slabs, 

including the licensing model they are employing in Nigeria. Lessons include the need to 

create demand and volume for the SaTo products, and the importance of providing 

financial support to retailers.  

• BioFill (Ghana) presented on their experience with biological digesters, a compact onsite 

treatment system that removes the need to transport and treat faecal waste. Their target 

market is low income urban communities. They rely on partnerships for their business 

model, using private companies and agents to sell their products (see Figure 2).  

• The Small and Medium Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) facilitate, 

coordinate and promote the activities of small and medium enterprises. They provide 

information on raw materials, equipment, and markets, link small businesses to financial 

institutions, and provide capacity building initiatives such as book keeping and account 

management.  

• Discussion points 

o Questions were asked on the capacity of the biodigesters and the life of the 

system, to which Biofil responded that it depends on the type of user.  

o Sales data are not clear from all presentations; Biofil claims to have sold 5000 

toilets in total, while Lixil globally has sold 350,000 SaTo pans.  

 

Action points  

• Further information is needed on the sales figures for different toilet components.  

• Further investigation is needed to understand detailed business models from key supplier 

in the different area of the sanitation value chain. This should include: Demand 

forecasting/assessment, production/ service models (e.g. franchising), investment & 

production cost, distribution channel, marketing and sales strategies (including 

promotion), usage of intellectual property, after sales, warranty etc. 
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Private sector showcase 
 

This session enabled participants to viewing products, recent technologies, and sanitation 

services available in the three countries and globally along the different components of the 

sanitation value chain.

 
Figure 3: Sanitation Value Chain (source: BMGF 2010)  

 

Figure 2: Biofil Ghana business model 
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Over 30 members of industry from Ghana, Nigeria, Cote d’Ivoire and globally (from India, South 

Africa, Japan) showcased their product components and services (see Figure 4). Some of the 

products and services focused on containment such as plastic and cement based toilet slabs, and 

on-site dry sanitation solutions. Retailers of toilet product system components were also available 

to showcase various toilet designs available on the market. Beyond products for containment, 

other products showcased included biological filters and composters, de-sludging and treatment 

services, and services for the operation and maintenance of sewerage systems. A full list of 

private sector actors present at the industry consultation can be found in Annex C.  

 

 

Regional Sanitation Market Analysis 
This session provided an overview multi-country overview of market dynamics for sanitation 

based on the Market Analysis conducted in the three focus countries.  Potential opportunities 

were shared by OPM2 based on their market assessment on demand, supply, and the enabling 

environment.   

 

                                                           
2 Consulting firm that undertook the market analysis in Nigeria, Cote d’Ivoire, and Ghana  

Figure 4: Private sector showcase at WCAR sanitation industry consultation 
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Demand  

• Access to finance for both rural and urban populations 

o Loans for sanitation through MFIs, banks, VLSAs;  

o Monitor take-up and operations of loan scheme 

• Strengthen national ODF commitment 

o Strengthen communication campaign to support ODF 

 

Supply  

• Containment 

o Support opportunities for technology transfer of relevant and affordable sanitation 

products (e.g. SatoPan, biodigesters) 

o Facilitate exchange of information and opportunities for the private and public 

sector (urban and rural) 

o Support local artisans and SMEs 

o Support to the supply chain for toilet construction 

• Emptying, transport, treatment and re-us 

o Establish business model for pit emptying service 

o Establish TPP for the construction and maintenance of a treatment plant 

 

Enabling Environment  

• Regulation for containment 

o Support the urban authorities to introduce legal enforcement for household toilets 

o Support the urban authorities in regulating standards for toilet construction 

o LGA staff approval/quality assurance of service providers of quality latrines 

• Regulation for emptying/transport, treatment and reuse 

o Formalization of pit emptying businesses 

• Sector funding 

o Consider the establishment of a sanitation fund 

 

A general opportunity that was outlined was the need to establish a regional hub for the exchange 

of sanitation marketing opportunities and best practice particularly in microfinance contribution in 

sanitation market scale up. 

 

 

Consumer financing, risk sharing models and financing options 
This session aimed to share information on different financial models available for sanitation to 

support both businesses and consumer, and to provide platform for financial institutions to share 

their experiences  

 

Presentations  

• Consumer financing – Jolly Ann Maulit, WCARO 

• Risk sharing models and financing options - Philipp Kalpaxis, UNICEF SD 
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Panelists  

• SEAP microfinance (Nigeria) 

• Water.org (Ghana) 

• Development Exchange Centre (Nigeria) 

• APEX bank (Ghana) 

• Rahama Women Development Programme (Nigeria) 

• iDE (Ghana)  

• Bank of Industry (Nigeria) 

 

Mission and engagement of the panelists in the sanitation market  

 
APEX bank Ghana 

The APEX bank provides sustainable banking and non-banking support services to the 
Rural banks. APEX bank described the Revolving Fund mechanism developed in Ghana: 
the APEX bank attracts funding and supplies financing to rural banks which themselves 
finance the MFIs. Under this mechanism, the APEX bank shares the risks with Rural 
banks. At the end of the contract, APEX bank pays back to the fund and bears the Rural 
banks risk. The APEX bank has a legal mandate and is supported by the government.  

 

Water.org 

Water.org identifies Financial Institutions to partner with and to provide affordable 
sanitation loans to households. Water.org supports the FIs by building capacity and 
mobilizing local capacity. Water.org provides assistance to structure financing solutions 
that should be market based solutions (no grant, no subsidy). Water.org offers Sanitation 
loans for the entire sanitation value chain.  

 
SEAP microfinance (Nigeria) 

SEAP seeks to promote SMEs in Nigeria by providing loans solutions. SEAP participates 
to a pilot scheme into sanitation programme in Katsina state. SEAP worked with the 
support of UNICEF on the structuring of loan disbursement plan for latrines construction. 
The interest rate offered is 15%.  
 
The main challenge is repayment. Indeed, majority of rural population are farmers leading 
to repayment issues. They need government support to incentivize MFIs. 

 
Development Exchange Centre (Nigeria) 

DEC provides micro financing services to rural communities and mostly to the women.  
The loan duration is 12 months and the interest rate is 22% (high transaction rates). DEC 
ensures that the provided loan is used for sanitation. DEC collects the repayment in the 
villages. DEC portfolio accounts 150 households’ loans.  
 
The main challenge for DEC is the recovery of the loans as DEC is reaching the poorest 
and toilets are not a priority. DEC does not ask for collateral. DEC highlighted that the cost 
of financing is too high and that the interest rate should be reduced below 10% through 
grants for instance. DEC mentioned that a guarantee would be an incentive. One barrier 
is the awareness of households of the importance of sanitation vs education or health.  
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iDE (Ghana)  
iDE is trying to expand access to finance for latrines. iDE first tried to partner with local 
MFIs but they were not interested in sanitation because of high default rates and high cost 
of capital. As iDE is not a Financial Institution and could not get access to credit, iDE 
decided to use other financial solutions as online lenders (Kiva) and as Revolving fund.  
The main barriers highlighted by iDE are:  

o The finance systems are not available for entrepreneurs who are not financial 
institutions so they had to build one themselves.  

o The challenge of assessing credit risk: The first criteria were too high and did not 
help with portfolio risk. Now they use alternative creditworthiness assessments as 
psychometrics based model and look at credit usage on the phone, giving better 
repayment rates. There is a need for clear communication and intimacy with credit 
base, efficiencies around collection. It could be through leveraging mobile literacy.  

o Within the sanitation space, other financing mechanisms like invoice discounting 
are not possible.  

o Business cannot guarantee a warranty on sanitation products (link between 
supplier and financier). One stop shop solution makes this easier in terms of quality 
of the product.  

o Fiscal policies drive up the cost of toilets as nearly 25% come from withholding tax, 
VAT and import tax.   

 
Rahama Women Development Programme (Nigeria) 

Rahama Women Development Programme works in Bauchi State and targets the TBOs 
and the buyers. Rahama mentioned that the collection rate is 100%. 
RUWASSA supports them with funds allowing them to offer an interest rate of 9%. 

 
Bank of Industry (Nigeria) 

Bank of Industry provides financing solutions to manufacturers but are not engaged in 

financing sanitation as it is difficult to get any collateral in this sector. Bank of Industry 

needs guarantors and security deposits.  

 

Discussion 

• Methods of recovery: The question on how to achieve 100% repayment rate was raised. 
Water.org mentioned that they mentioned that they record a repayment rate of 99% and 
links this achievement to a combination of behaviour, happiness and product mix. 
It was also highlighted that the careful selection of beneficiaries enables a better recovery.   

• Sources of capital for the banks: The Financial Institutions look mostly for funds locally 
sourced due to potential losses on currency exchange rates. The challenge is that WASH 
is not a key sector compared to some other countries as India making WASH priority 
lending and easier for banks to get loans at lower interest rates.   

• Access to bank loans with satisfactory terms for suppliers:  
o The main challenges are that: 1) Small loans can be costly (interest rates charged 

are expensive), and 2) The perceived risk of small companies is high and they do 
not have any collateral to provide.  

o Two mechanisms to be further explored are:  
▪ Revolving Fund: Revolving Fund is a mechanism to lower the cost of the 

loan. 
▪ Guarantee Fund: Guarantee Fund mechanism allows the bank to share the 

risk on the loan with the guarantor.  
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Country specific market analyses: demand, supply and enabling 

environment 
This session summarises the groupwork conducted by each country on their discussions on the 

enabling environment, demand and supply for sanitation including feedback and discussions 

from the previous sessions    

 

Cote d’Ivoire   

• Demand: There is a high demand for sanitation products and services in the country, 

but this demand is currently not being met. One of the reasons is the lack of mechanism 

to aggregate the demands at village/local level rendering it not sufficiently 

attractive/financially viable for supplier to provide for. In addition, there is no financing 

mechanism available for the poor and the most vulnerable at scale enabling them to 

reach the market. Nevertheless, the discussion led the private sector to better 

understand the potential for business in sanitation, this dialogue is seen as an 

opportunity. 

• Supply: Manufacturers of concrete and plastic are present in the country, they have 

existing capacities to produce sanitation products (slab, toilet seat...) but are not involved 

in the sanitation market. The main bottleneck is the lack of links between the 

manufacturers and consumers in the village:  

o No feedback loop to identify clients’ preferences and invest in R&D 

o Limited numbers of retailers, distribution network or services providers 

o No promotion of sanitation products at scale 

• Enabling environment: Despite the presence of laws on decentralization, the limited 

human and financial resources available at local level hindered the application of current 

regulations and law enforcement. Some barriers to the private sector involvement 

mentioned during the discussion are in relation to the ease of business (importation tax, 

registration...). The dialogue between the private sector, government and sanitation 

sector actors is perceived as an opportunity to remove some of those barriers.  

 

Nigeria 

• Demand: The demand for sanitation products is diverse (depending on market 

segments), costumers have different aspirations, and available options are not known by 

consumers. There is a need to reinforce demand creations and availability of creative 

material to increase knowledge /promotion of sanitation products. Several financial 

mechanisms are available, but the interest rates are high, and the poorest clients are 

excluded for fear of non-repayment of loans by MFI. There are opportunities to better 

identify the poor with the support of the communities and create pooled funds to support 

them from the government or from the community.  

• Supply: There is insufficient availability of information on demand creation for 

suppliers/TBO’s which prevents them from entering the market and/or appropriately 

planning for stocks. There is no transparency on the cost of toilets, and limited 

awareness of products by potential consumers. There is a need for capacity 

development to go to scale. There are opportunities to improve the supply side by 

franchising of plastic producers for pans, strengthen Sales and marketing support for 

private sector via Chamber of Commerce, DATA/ Information exchanges:  on demand 
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and real-time data on TBO interventions. Points to be further investigated are packages 

and solutions that household could select. A stronger retails system could support this.  

• Enabling environment: The Government Sanitation policy is still in draft form since 

2004, and it is lacking implementation guidelines. There is no clear division of 

responsibility on sanitation between tiers of government and across ministries which 

leads to gaps in implementation. The general ease of doing business is low: 

o Infrastructure problems (power, water, roads)  

o Costs incurred through corruption (particularly in permit process 

o Access to land – requires approvals but poorly managed  

o Multiple, high taxes  

The Ministry of Water and Sanitation Resources is working on aligning sanitation policy 

with SDGs, there is a roadmap for ODF by 2025. And the President has declared Water 

and Sanitation as an emergency sector. Civil society should increase their advocacy 

effort and package information to further involve politicians. 

 

Ghana  

• Demand: Despite demand creation interventions, there is insufficient budgetary 

allocation to expand CLTS and Sanitation. Customers have a limited knowledge of 

sanitation products and services present in the market and the high price of products 

combined with high interest rate when financial mechanism are available limit demand 

for toilets. The launch of a national campaign by the President “One House, One Toilet”, 

legal enforcement, ongoing CLTS program and the use of mobile phones for information 

dissemination are good opportunities to further foster demand for sanitation.  

• Supply: For containment, there is limited services providers and financial products to 

support consumers to purchase costly facilities. There are no agreed national standards 

which lead to lower quality of construction. The use of subsidy by phasing ‘special offer’ 

to introduce new technology and increase the number of suppliers could be used to 

stimulate the market as well as the development of realistic standards and designs 

/standard costs and guidelines for construction. For Emptying and Transport and 

treatment, there is no routine emptying, fees are unregulated and disposal in often 

uncontrolled or in an inadequate number of treatment plants. For transport, exploring 

financial loans to pit emptying company to buy own truck, and for treatment the 

valorization or re-use options (charcoal, fertilizer) could increase revenue and reduce 

cost. 

• Enabling environment: Several opportunities for market shaping are available such as 

the review of strategy, IP rights; law enforcement; certification of products (GSA) and 

follow-up by MMDAs (Metropolitan Municipal District Assemblies). Financial incentives 

for additional suppliers to join the market could be explored (de-regulating tipping fees; 

incentives for businesses to reach the poor…). 
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Country priorities for sanitation market shaping  
During this session, countries shared and provided feedback on their key priorities and 

opportunities to strengthen their sanitation markets.  

 

Cote d’Ivoire  

• Enhance network distribution: develop skills retailers and masons, organize local trade 

event to inform masons/retailers  

• Linking demand and supply: information private sector on demand creation interventions  

• Research on customers preferences and R&D of appropriate products & services  

• Increase synergies between private and public sector and public: national dialogue, 

exhibition, incentives  

  

Nigeria 

• Market segmentation, including packaging of MICS data for private sector  

• Sales, marketing skills development for the private sectors  

• Complete the government sanitation policy with the implementation guidelines and 

division of responsibilities  

• Raise political awareness of and commitments to sanitation, including increasing the 

sanitation pooled fund  

• Scale up community saving for sanitation  

  

Ghana 

• Establish realistic standards and designs/standards cost and guidelines for construction  

• Adapt financial mechanism to incentivize businesses such as tax breaks, availability of 

loans to reach the poor, de-regulate tipping fees  

• Markets enablers including intellectual property right, law enforcement systems, product 

certification and follow up by MMDAs  

• Linking supply to demand  

• Build business through registration, business training, diversification of the workforce,   

• PPP/PSP for treatment and re-use  

  

Regional and headquarters priorities for sanitation market shaping  
During this session, regional and headquarters priorities and ways forward to strengthen 

sanitation markets based on the three-day deliberations was presented. 

 

Based on feedback from the participants and the country ways forward, UNICE’s West and 

Central Africa office and Headquarters shared actions that they will take to strengthen sanitation 

markets in the region. These include:  

• facilitate regional learning and exchange on market based sanitation;  

• supporting countries with follow-up at country level from the sanitation industry 

consultation; 

• discuss with countries on a suitable mechanism to follow-up on the developed action plan, 

and share lessons learned from implementations across countries and in the region;  
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• engagement and inclusion of market shaping in discussions at high-level meetings (e.g. 

AfricaSan, Sanitation and Water for All) 

• provision of guidance for country offices on market shaping activities, including (but not 

limited to): 

o packaging and communication of sanitation data and market potential to the 

private sector, and  

o financing options for both consumers and suppliers, and clarification on financing 

terminologies. 

 

Other potential roles of the regional office/headquarters to be further examined are listed below.  

• Convening connecting supply with demand, or facilitating connections across the value 

chain. 

• Improving quality/standards of product systems. Requirement to define the exact details 

and need on standards.   

• Exploring the necessity and potential for regional financing mechanisms 
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Annex A: Final List of participants 
 

SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

1 
HQ Brooke Yamakoshi byamakoshi@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF New York 

2 
HQ Amanda Marlin amarlin@unicef.org Senior Advisor - Partnerships UNICEF New York 

3 
Supply Division Anne Cabrera Clerget acabreraclerget@unicef.org Contracts Mgr WASH unit UNICEF Denmark 

4 
Supply Division Peter Harvey pharvey@unicef.org Chief of WSEC UNICEF Denmark 

5 
Supply Division Philipp Kalpaxis  pkalpaxis@unicef.org Market Research Manager UNICEF Denmark 

6 
Supply Division Constance Tourtois ctourtois@unicef.org Market Research Officer UNICEF Denmark 

7 
Supply Division Etleva Kadilli ekadilli@unicef.org Director of Supply UNICEF Denmark 

8 
Global partners Jason Cardosi jason.cardosi@lixil.com General Manager Lixil UK 

9 
Global partners 山上 遊(Yu Yamakami)  yu.yamakami@lixil.com Deputy General Manager Lixil Kenya 

10 
Global partners Joachim Ezeji 

 jezeji@usaid.gov 

Program Manager WASH USAID/WASHPals 

11 
Global partners Jenny Congrave 

jenny.congrave@opml.co.uk  

  OPM UK 

12 
Global partners Adrien Mazeau adrienpmazeau@gmail.com Ivory Coast consultant OPM UK 

13 
Global partners John Pinfold john.pinfold@opml.co.uk WASH Principal Consultant OPM Ivory Coast 

14 
Global partners Naresh Kewalranami ngkewalramani@kknag.com 

General Manager Business 
Development 

KK Nag India 

15 
Global partners Satish Kulkarni sskulkarni@kknag.com General Manager Works KK Nag India 

mailto:byamakoshi@unicef.org
mailto:jason.cardosi@lixil.com
mailto:jjolicoeur@usaid.gov%20or
mailto:jenny.congrave@opml.co.uk
mailto:adrienpmazeau@gmail.com
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

16 
Global partners Liz Case lcase@unicef.org Corporate Allinaces Manager UNICEF 

17 
Global partners Nicholas Igwe nicholas@zennithgroup.com Managing Partner 

Zenith Water 
Projects Ltd 

18 
Global partners Jaime Myers J.Myers2@ids.ac.uk   IDS UK 

19 
Global partners Tom Mugoya t.mugoya@afdb.org 

Principal Water and Sanitation 
Engineer 

AfDB Abuja 

20 
Global partners Lukas Fourier  

lumar@betram.co.za 

CEO Amalooloo SA 

21 
Global partners Lukas  Fourier  lukas@betram.co.za  Director Amalooloo SA 

22 
Global partners Jean Van Eck jean@betram.co.za  CRIDO Amalooloo SA 

23 
Global partners Jodi-Kaye Wade jowade@usaid.gov Private Enterprise Officer USAID Nigeria 

24 
Global partners Rabiu Al Mustapha ralmustafa@yahoo.com OPM Consultant Kano 

25 Ivory Coast Bragori Helene Yocoly bragoren@yahoo.com 
Directrice de l’assainissement 
en milieu rural   

26 Ivory Coast Ives Magloire Kengne Noumsi imkengne@afwa-hq.org;  Coordonnateur de programme AfWA 

27 Ivory Coast Christopher Kimonye christopher.kimonye@rescue.org WASH Cordinateur IRC 

28 Ivory Coast Ali Chokor 
a.chokor@okplast-ci.com 

Factory preforms/plugs 
Manager Ok Plast 

29 Ivory Coast Goue Noel n.goue@sibmci.com;  Technical Director Sibm 

30 Ivory Coast Basile Djedjro bdjedjro@unicef.org Specialiste WASH UNICEF 

31 Ivory Coast Lea Koffi lekoffi@unicef.org Supply Specialist UNICEF 

mailto:lumar@betram.co.za
mailto:lukas@betram.co.za
mailto:jean@betram.co.za
mailto:jowade@usaid.gov
mailto:ralmustafa@yahoo.com
mailto:christopher.kimonye@rescue.org
mailto:a.chokor@okplast-ci.com
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

32 Ivory Coast Rolande Amoita Bilé  ramoita@unicef.org Supply Assistant UNICEF 

33 Ivory Coast Virginie Mahan vmahan@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

34 Ivory Coast Djagoun Gilles gdjagoun@afwa-hq.org Cordinateur de Programme AfWA 

35 Ivory Coast Guero Ange Marius clis2001@yahoo.fr Commercial CLIS  

36 
Ghana 

Peter Owusu Antwi owusupeter12@gmail.com Chief Operating Officer 

Biological Filters 
and Composters 
Ltd 

37 Ghana George Asiedu gasiedu@lgpcu.org  Project Coordinator 
GAMA Urban 
Sanitation Project 

38 Ghana Latif Ahmed lbfbiotechlatif@gmail.com Director LBF Bio 

39 Ghana Oliver Ujah oliver.ujah@skyfoxservices.com Chief Operations Officer Sky Fox 

40 Ghana Augustine Yeboah m4realm@gmail.com Managing Director 

M4REALM 
Technologies 
(ECOSAFE) 

41 Ghana Ruth Osei Asante rafful@arbapexbank.com Credit Admin Officer APEX Bank 

42 Ghana Roderick Ayeh roayeh@arbapexbank.com Manager Credit Risk APEX Bank 

43 Ghana Stanley  Attafi komlastan@yahoo.com Country Representative Water.Org 

44 Ghana Daniel Boffour dboffour@yahoo.com Regional Manager NBSSI 

45 Ghana Kweku Quansah  kwekuquansah@gmail.com Deputy Director EHSD (National) 

46 Ghana Baba Ahmed Abdul-Rahaman ahmedie2002@gmail.com MCD Tamale Metro Assembly Local Government 

mailto:gdjagoun@afwa-hq.org
mailto:lbfbiotechlatif@gmail.com
mailto:oliver.ujah@skyfoxservices.com
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

47 Ghana Emmanuel Ato Quansah finalato@yahoo.co.uk Extension services Specialist CWSA 

48 Ghana Kwabena Nyarko nyarko.k.b@gmail.com Professor KNUST 

49 Ghana Michael Anim Asare 
asaream@outlook.com 
michaelasareanim@yahoo.com Project Manager TREND 

50 Ghana Babilo Mahama babilo@cdcconsult.org Project Manager RUFINLIT 

51 Ghana Jeremiah Seidu jereseidu@gmail.com  Programme Coordinator  
JAKSALLY DEV. 
Org 

52 Ghana Fadlu Mashod-Kuyini fkmashod@yahoo.com 
Technical Service Provider 
/SANMARK PROGRAMME 

RUFINLIT 
PARTNER 

53 Ghana Valerie Labi vlabi@ideglobal.org Country Director IDE 

54 Ghana Kwadwo Gyasi antwigyasi@gmail.com  Sanitation Engineer 
GAMA Urban 
Sanitation Project 

55 Ghana Niall Boot nboot@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

56 Ghana Lorretta Roberts lroberts@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

57 Ghana Arthur Osuji aiosuji@unicef.org Supply Manager UNICEF 

58 Ghana Daniel Kabe dankabe@yahoo.com Managing Director Slamson 

59 Ghana Lola Asiseh Ashtey lashitey@seweragesystems.com Business Development 
Sewerage 
Systems 

60 Ghana Florence Cobbold fcobbold@seweragesystems.com General Manager 
Sewerage 
Systems 

61 Ghana Samuel Gyabah Sambah14@gmail.com CEO 
SAMALEX 
Solutions 

62 Ghana Israel Acheampong 
iacheampong@zoomlionghana.com; 
easyraell@yahoo.com Engineering Consultant 

Sewerage 
Systems 

mailto:asaream@outlook.com
mailto:asaream@outlook.com
mailto:babilo@cdcconsult.org
mailto:antwigyasi@gmail.com
mailto:nboot@unicef.org
mailto:lroberts@unicef.org
mailto:aiosuji@unicef.org
mailto:dankabe@yahoo.com
mailto:lashitey@seweragesystems.com
mailto:fcobbold@seweragesystems.com
mailto:Sambah14@gmail.com
mailto:iacheampong@zoomlionghana.com
mailto:iacheampong@zoomlionghana.com
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

63 Ghana Richard Bekai rtbekai@afesconsult.com 

Policy, Strategy and Data 
Consultant 

Sewerage 
Systems 

64 Nigeria Awe Emmanuel solaomoawe@yahoo.com 
Director, Sanitation and Water 
Quality 

Fed. Min. of 
Water Resources 

65 Nigeria Wakaso Jummai jummaiwakaso@yahoo.com  PEWASH Coordinator PEWASH, FMWR 

66 Nigeria  Okpara Friday fookpara@yahoo.com Director General SMEDAN 

67 Nigeria Amina Isah     Bank of Industry 

68 Nigeria Tiamiyu Ibrahim   
Sanitation Marketing focal 
person SMEDAN 

69 Nigeria Opara Chizoma chyopara2000@yahoo.com  
Acting Coordinator, ODF 
Campaign 

NTSG/ODF 
Campaign TWG 

70 Nigeria Nwanyanwu E. Chibike ezeakachinwanyanwu@yahoo.com Scientific Officer FMWR 

71 Nigeria Boniface Awodi 
bawodi@boi.ng 

Manager FCT State Office Bank of Industry 

72 Nigeria Opeseyitan Kolawole kolawoleopeseyitan@gmail.com Chief Risk Officer 

Self Reliant and 
Economic 
Advancement 
Programme 

73 Nigeria Titi Yakubu alimagiri7@gmail.com Executive Director 
Development 
Exchange Centre 

74 Nigeria Ufaruna Uneku unekuruna@gmail.com Deputy National Coordinator RUFIN 

75 Nigeria Benjamin Jahaziel rahamabauchi2003@yahoo.com Executive Director 

Rahama Women 
Development 
Programme 

76 Nigeria Nanpet Chuktu up.uk@united-purpose.org Country Director United Purpose 

77 Nigeria Fadlallah Hussein Alli hasf@yahoo.com Group Sales Manager 
Holborn Nigeria 
Ltd 

mailto:rtbekai@afesconsult.com
mailto:ezeakachinwanyanwu@yahoo.com
mailto:bawodi@boi.ng
mailto:kolawoleopeseyitan@gmail.com
mailto:hasf@yahoo.com
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

78 Nigeria ChiChi Aniagolu-Okoye chinedumokoye@wateraid.org Country Director WaterAid Nigeria 

79 Nigeria Cornel Osigwe cornel@innosongroup.com   Innoson Group 

80 Nigeria Abubakar El Dahab eldahababubakar@gmail.com Managing Director 
EL Dahab 
Enterprises 

81 Nigeria Franca Umunna frankemmyu@yahoo.com Managing Director 
Ukemmy Nigeria 
Ltd 

82 Nigeria Danzabuwa Tijjani tijjanidanzabuwa@gmail.com Director General 
Kano Chamber of 
Commerce 

83 Nigeria Adegbe Michael michael.adegbe@lixil.com Program Manager Lixil Nigeria Ltd 

84 Nigeria Magaji Garba garbabmagaji2007@yahoo.co.uk Permanent Secretary Bauchi RUWASA 

85 Nigeria Dayyabu Aminu aminudayyabu69@gmail.com Executive Director Katsina RUWASA 

86 Nigeria Julianah Enoch julchit68@gmail.com AGM Sanitation Bauchi RUWASA 

87 Nigeria Yahaya Adamu Garunali ruwasakano@gmail.com Managing Director Kano RUWASA 

88 Nigeria Kura Mai goro Usman maigoro1960@gmail Director of Water Supply WSSRP Kano 

89 Nigeria Bashir Umar Lere bumarlere@gmail.com Director Sanitation Kaduna RUWASA 

90 Nigeria Yusuf Abdullahi   Director Planning Kano RUWASA 

91 Nigeria Princess Kay Olufade princess@ilbagnonigeria.com Group Head IL Bagno 

92 Nigeria Kafayat Bankole bankafayat@yahoo.co.uk Sales Manager MC Plastics Kano 

93 Nigeria Olayinka Eniola yinkaloyemi@yahoo.com Consultant   

94 Nigeria Jurji Zaid zjurji@unicef.org Chief, WASH Program UNICEF 

mailto:cornel@innosongroup.com
mailto:frankemmyu@yahoo.com
mailto:tijjanidanzabuwa@gmail.com
mailto:garbabmagaji2007@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:aminudayyabu69@gmail.com
mailto:julchit68@gmail.com
mailto:ruwasakano@gmail.com
mailto:maigoro1960@gmail
mailto:bumarlere@gmail.com
mailto:princess@ilbagnonigeria.com
mailto:bankafayat@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:yinkaloyemi@yahoo.com
mailto:zjurji@unicef.org
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SN 
Country/Category Name Email Address Title Organisation 

95 Nigeria Ogunjobi Bioye bogunjobi@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

96 Nigeria Sakiru Otunsanya otudupsy@yahoo.com National Sanitation Consultant UNICEF 

97 Nigeria Oluwaleke Olagbegi eltessroyal@gmail.com 

Sanitation Marketing 
Consultant UNICEF 

98 Nigeria Ifeoma Stella Okafor iokafor@unicef.org WASH Officer UNICEF 

99 Nigeria Nneka Akwunwa nnekaakwunwwa@wateraid.org 

Coordinator Sanitation/ Enugu 
State Team Lead Wateraid 

100 Nigeria Theresa Pamma tpamma@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

101 Nigeria Christopher Adomati cadomati@unicef.org Supply Chief UNICEF 

102 Nigeria Okedi Sam samadejohokedi@gmail.com 

Sanitation Marketing 
Consultant UNICEF 

103 WCARO Jean-Cedric Meeus jcmeeus@unicef.org Regional Chief of Supply UNICEF 

104 WCARO Ruben Bayiha bruben@unicef.org Regional WASH Advisor  UNICEF 

105 WCARO Gaelle Fohr gaellefohr@yahoo.fr WCARO Consultant UNICEF 

106 WCARO Jolly Ann Maulit jmaulit@unicef.org WASH Specialist UNICEF 

107 WCARO Aline Sagna Toure  asagnatoure@unicef.org WASH Programme Assistant UNICEF 

mailto:bogunjobi@unicef.org
mailto:otudupsy@yahoo.com
mailto:eltessroyal@gmail.com
mailto:iokafor@unicef.org
mailto:nnekaakwunwwa@wateraid.org
mailto:tpamma@unicef.org
mailto:cadomati@unicef.org
mailto:samadejohokedi@gmail.com
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Annex B: Private sector actors 

Country/Category Name Title Business name Products/services 

Global partners Jason Cardosi, Yu Yamakami   Lixil UK 
SatoPan 

Global partners 
Naresh Kewalranami, Satish 
Kulkarni 

  KK Nag India 
 Toilet slabs (plastic) 

Global partners Nicholas Igwe Managing Partner 
Zenith Water Projects 
Ltd 

 Complete sanitation and hygiene solution, 
decentralised sewage systems 

Global partners Lukas Fourier, Jean Van Eck   Amalooloo SA 
 On-site dry sanitation solutions, turnkey 
solution from manufacturing to construction 
and operation and maintenance  

Ivory Coast Ali Chokor 
Factory preforms/plugs 
Manager Ok Plast Plastic factory 

Ivory Coast Goue Noel Technical Director Sibm Cement-based products 

Ivory Coast Guero Ange Marius Commercial CLIS  Dislodging and other sanitation services 

Ivory Coast Adou kouame Nguettia Representative Sakhiro Dislodging and other sanitation services 

Ghana 
Peter Owusu Antwi, Kweku 
A. Anno 

Chief Operating Officer, 
Managing Director 

Biological Filters and 
Composters Ltd Biological Filters and Composters 

Ghana Latif Ahmed Director LBF Bio Biological Filters and Composters 

Ghana Oliver Ujah Chief Operations Officer Sky Fox Biological Filters and Composters 

Ghana Augustine Yeboah Managing Director 

M4REALM 
Technologies 
(ECOSAFE) Biological Filters and Composters 

Ghana Daniel Buffour Executive Director  NBSSI National Board for small scale industries 

Ghana Michael Anim Asare Project Manager TREND Biological Filters and Composters 

Ghana Babilo Mahama Project Manager RUFINLIT Training for sanitation capacity building 

Ghana Daniel Kabe Managing Director Slamson 
Operation and maintenance of sewerage 
systems 
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Country/Category Name Title Business name Products/services 

Ghana 

Lola Asiseh Ashtey, Florence 
Cobbold, Israel 
Acheampong, Richard Bekia 

Business Development, 
General Manager, 
Engineering Consultant, 
Policy, Strategy and Data 
Consultant Sewerage Systems Sewerage Systems 

Ghana Samuel Gyabah   SAMALEX Solutions Toilet material manufacturing 

Nigeria Fadlallah Hussein Alli Group Sales Manager Holborn Nigeria Ltd Plastic manufacturing 

Nigeria Cornel Osigwe Chairman Innoson Group SatoPan manufacturing 

Nigeria Abubakar El Dahab Managing Director EL Dahab Enterprises Commercial toilets in public places 

Nigeria Franca Umunna Managing Director Ukemmy Nigeria Ltd 
Dealears in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

Nigeria Chukwuemeka Nwafor Managing Director 
Young C.N Sarah 
Merchandise 

Dealers in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

Nigeria Nnaemeka Nnamani Managing Director Chal Judy Ltd 
Dealers in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

Nigeria David Ududike Managing Director 
Great-Vic Global 
Resources Ltd 

Dealers in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

Nigeria Adegbe Michael Program Manager Lixil Nigeria Ltd SatoPan  

Nigeria Princess Kay Olufade Group Head IL Bagno Sanitary wares 

Nigeria Agbokere Akinlabi   
Dupakom Global 
Services Ltd 

Dealers in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

Nigeria Kafayat Bankole   MC Plastics Kano Plastic manufacturing 

Nigeria Chika Ezekaka Managing Director Victory Plus Limited 

Dealers in sanitation materials (different 
kinds of toilets) 

 


